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With constantly changing threat landscape and evolving technologies, it is difficult for
organizations to keep pace with a sheer volume of sophisticated threats. Outdated
software, lack of security solutions, and unmanaged devices can make the organization
vulnerable to cyber-attacks. As new security threats continue to increase and evolve, it’s
imperative for the organization to ensure security and compliance posture. Moreover,
the operational activities take away the focus from IT teams to core business and
strategy functions within the organization. The total cost of ownership and lack of
technical skills can lead to both compliance and service availability challenges.

LTI’s Cyber Threat Prevention Services
Our services provide 24x7x365 support for the management of industry-leading security
devices deployed by the enterprises. LTI’s team supporting Threat Prevention services, is
trained and certified on a specific set of technologies that are supported through our
COE and multiple alliance partner channels.
Our comprehensive threat prevention services include:
• Advisory and Consulting: Helps customers assess security landscape, define strategy
roadmap and evaluate products
• Transformation Services: Offers gap analysis and implementation of new solutions,
migrations and custom development
• 24x7 Managed Services: Performs security device management delivering SLA and
KPI driven operations, health checkup, configuration management, service
improvements, measurable metrics and reports
These services are provided across multiple infrastructure service areas such as Network
security, email security, endpoints, cloud and mobile security, etc.
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LTI’s Cyber Threat Prevention Service Delivery
Model:
LTI’s Threat prevention services are delivered from Cyber Defense Resiliency Centers
(CDRC), located both in India and Canada. The service delivery is SLA and KPI-driven for
operational support, and milestone-based for during transformation and migration
engagements. The predefined reporting format helps to measure the metrics and
provide the same to the senior management, both with in LTI and to clients.
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LTI’s Cyber Threat Prevention Services Benefits:
LTI’s threat prevention services delivers the following benefits to its customer:
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LTI (NSE: LTI, BSE: 540005) is a global technology consulting and digital solutions Company helping more than 300
clients succeed in a converging world. With operations in 27 countries, we go the extra mile for our clients and
accelerate their digital transformation with LTI’s Mosaic platform enabling their mobile, social, analytics, IoT and cloud
journeys. Founded in 1997 as a subsidiary of Larsen & Toubro Limited, our unique heritage gives us unrivaled real-world
expertise to solve the most complex challenges of enterprises across all industries. Each day, our team of more than
24,000 LTItes enable our clients to improve the effectiveness of their business and technology operations, and deliver
value to their customers, employees and shareholders. Find more at www.Lntinfotech.com or follow us at
@LTI_Global
info@Lntinfotech.com

